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14) Courses in Hebr ew and Japanese will be compulsory for all righthanded people.
15) And any thing else that's left.
These demands are non-negotiable and should not be used as legal tender ,
unless you 're right-handed and therefore deserve to be impounded anyway by someone. "

>y Leonard Hubris
[Editor 's note: Mr. Hubris is an internationally known pederas t and amIteur chiropodist. His works include The Holy Bobble. From 1963 to
.968 he served as photographic consultant of The New Republic. In 1969
le became sports editor of Business Weak. This year he went on welfare
Je once saw a moose, and he bites his nails. He wrote this article for
Free. )
On Friday afternoon a group of 136 students calling themselves The
Left-Handed Complement apparently decided things were becoming boring
on campus and began an occupation of left field at Ersatz Field , home of
the Coolie College varsity baseball team . The group, which claims to
[represent all of the left-handed students at Cookie College, have said
they will remain camped in left field until all of their demands for equality are met, And they will paint the grass puce. Supporters have donated a sterno stove and 21 Twinkles to keep the demonstrators alive during their vigil. Just before their perfectly orchestrated takeover , Complement members "left" flyers around the campus which declared their
indignation and demands. The notices read as follows:
I "Whereas there has existed throughout recorded history organised ,
calculated , premeditated , and (yea, even) malicious discrimination against the left-handed men , women, and children of the Univers e, we
the Left-Handed Complement of Coldy College have had it up to here.
IFACT: In the third century in central Africa left-handed babies were
murdered at birth . FACT: Numerous pre-frontal lobotomies were performed in Greece during the reign of Alexander the Great in an unsucces:
jj -ul search (of dubious legality) for a surgical remedy to the condition.
"FACT: Because he was left-handed the great Leonardo da Vinci has been
llabeled a homos exual . So has Charlton Hes ton. Even today , left-handed
schoolchildren are forced to write with their paper sideways so their wri*
tting will lean the way the right-handed fascisti say it should , resulting
iin countless bent corners. And even bas eball , our great and noble country 'a.national pastime , is designed intentionally to exclude left-handed
sshortstops. Not to mention scissors , Skil saws, bowling alleys , and
entire golf courses. This cannot and must not go on. We will remain
wut in left field and stick pins in each other 's elbows until all of the folcowing demands have been met:
OUR BILL OF LEFTS
.).) The words "gauche " and "sinister " will henceforth mean "graceful"
mnd "wholesome " respectively. Webster 's Dictionary will be so amended. Old editions will be buried in the Urals.
¦')¦) No one will ever he left behind or left out again. No one will say
hhose words.
)) Leftovers will be served first on Thanksgiving and Christmas , starting today.
)) Handshakes will be given with the left hand.
) ) Everyone will fire Right Guard and hire ours.
) ) All fountain pens will be fixed so we can use them without a) digging a
able in our paper and b) getting ink on our hand.
) } There will be a percentage of left-handed desks at Cobly College proportionate to the number of left-handed students. They will not be at the
mv end of the room , but integrated with the other type.
> 1 The Admissions Office will determine the national proportions of leftin.nd.ed people and If Cooky ' s student body is below the national average
fbft-handed students will be sought out, recruited , given scholarship pre*
rtrence , and always talked to in a nice way even if they bite you on tlie
g.'g.
J All doorknobs on campus will be on the left of the door. On both sides
i) )) Toilets will be switched to right-hand flush.
).) Everyone will write backwards on March 13, Millard Fillmore 's
rtrthday.
!) !) All mirrors will henceforth reverse images from top to bottom ineaead from left to right.
) ¦) No left-handed person will be permitted to fall down or cough.
Con ' l on PR.

* President Strident immediately issued a statement ques tioning the legitimacy of the group ' s claim to representation of all left-handed people
on campus . He noted that he "once knew a man who was left-handed and

BATTLE OF PEA SOUP,
FOUGHT 0>T THE

FIFTY-TWELFTH DAY OF ROTTENST1CKS

by Tim Carey
More people regularly attend the big-time professional wrestlingbouts at the Waterville Armory than listened to Janis Joplin in that same
building three years ago. The crowds seem to appreciate the wres tling
a lot more, too.
Wrestling is its own subculture , with its own sets of rules , regulations , social pecking orders , and its own very special breed of fan.
They scream , froth at the mou th, and some, perhaps even the proverbial
old lady with the hatpin , have been known to attack "bad guy " wrestlers
phys ically. In the simple world of wrestling, everything is black and
white, good and evil. The bad guys are sometimes just plain mean (killer Lowolski with his dreaded claw hold), but more often their evil is
based on politics. Wrestling is filled with unreconstructed Nazis, sly
Japanese, and stupid Russians. However , the conflict is virtually never
on racial lines . In fac t , the promoters , in the best story-book American tradition , seem to encourage minorities to rise in the wrestling hierarchy. The current men ' s champion, Pedro Morales , is Puerto Rican ,
and word has it on the circuit that the next champion will be Black.
By dint of great good luck , and a little chutp&a , the Echo succeeded in
obtaining an interview with the Fabulous Moolah , women 's heavyweight
wrestling champion since 1956. When asked how she responded to cyn- .
ics who claimed that the sport was fixed , and the punches pulled (some
observers claim to be able to hear the code words signalling the next
stunt pass between the wrestlers as they fly past each other in the ring),
Moolah replied , "I tell them to get up and try it. " No one present seemed willing to contest anything said by the leopard skin clad , slightly simian looking Moolah , Moolah trains by doing over two hundred sit-ups a
day, and also* keeps out of nightclubs.
When asked whether she used weights to keep In shape, Moolah replied ,
"No , I don 't believe in weigh ts... People want to see a woman up there ,
not a man. " Moolah is married (since the age of fifteen) has ono child ,
and is from Columbia, South Carolina (almost all of tho woman wrestlers
are from the South). She is an exception to tlie rule: a champion with
an evil image. Moolah is good at maintainin g her image, Shortly after
this reporter finished speaking with the demurely smiling Moolah , she
chased a nine-year-old au tograph hunter across the floor of tho armory.
Later that night , she easily defeated her opponent , Jan Sheridan , but ,
predictable , she had to use every dirty trick in the book to do it (gouging
Con d on pf> . 2
choking, rubbing salt in her eyes , etc.).
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by Gary Curtis
Waterville Maine (uapi)
It was discovered here yesterday that Charles
"Chuck" Hoogan, campus political heavy, has for ";
several weeks been, harboring five "chicks " in his
room. Colby Rag reporters were on hand as twenty-three riot-equipped cops, led by Hansel
Gretel, raided the premises at 227 Pepper. "Ho ogan knows that it' s illegal to keep animals in his
roomj' Gre tel explained, as the baby chickens were
efficiently mac ed and hauled aw ay by B. and G. .
staffers. Hoogan speaking to reporters just before
he himself/was formally arrested , cited other reasons for the raid. "The boys in Useless are out to i
get me for my radical stand on the College Calendar , " he maintained, "and this gives them an excuse. "
There were further rumors that the chickens
had appeared abused. "My only question is what
Hoogan does with these chicks at night, " Gretel
quipped, "some of their feathers look pretty ruffled. " Hoogan replied to the accusation: "I think
the little fluffy things are really cute, " he stated,

"but our relationship is strictly platomc. "
Hoogan was then charged by Gretel with the
violation of both college rule 456342 , and the
Barnyard Fowl section of the Maine civil code;
the latter is the controversial "Anti-Chicken Law, "
that many experts feel is unconstitutional . As
Hooga n was led away, he gave the clenched - fist
salute to a large crowd of three Colby students who
were milling around outside the door of Pepper.
The angry , morally-concerned students responded
with clenched fists and and cries of "Don 't fu ck
Chuek!" The chanting continued as Chuck and the
chickens were driven away .
In other developments here , the three students
who had been present at Hoogan ' s arrest charged
Gretel with harassment because of the six parking
tickets that B. and G. personnel had placed on each
of their cars. The students were reported considering forming two committees; one committee to
investigate means to protest Hoogan ' s arrest , and
another committee to investigate the aforementioned
committee. "This arrest sets a dangerous precedent for political repression at Colby, " one of the
three was reported as saying.
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AMERICAN ISOLATIONIST
riONIST AND INTERVENTIONIST . ' Mj
highest mentality and have possession of the most .
POLICIES:EXPRESSIONS OF NATIONA L SITZ-IMsupreme thinking process will not see the great
LEBEN
value of what has been written by these brilliant auby M. Battock, W. Haley, L. Kranich, R. Levine,
thors). Pardon the above transgressions: as all
M. Perkins, M. Wynne
tentacles
of the great squid must return to the ink
America in the 1930' s underwent a substantial
bladder, so all formulations of the above and somechange in national opinion before it reached the perwhat precocious sylism must return to the womb of
iod after World War II. Yet, although the two opinthat all encompassing primordial segment of maniions seem to be nearly opposite , it is clear that
fest destiny. However, considering the Protes tant
they arose from the same source. Consistent with
Ethnic and its inevitable conflict with the norms in
this notion is the idea that continuity founded on manopposition to the American ideals which the Pack und
ifest destiny doesn 't make one f—¦
bit of differPobel have embraced have become the wirtschaftwunence. But the emotionality of the populous of these
den
of a disillusioned populous that is trying to work
abreational periods is only a manifestation of the
through
traumatic revelations caused by such a shockinherent qualities that have been passed down and
ing display of sinews of the American mentality. As
desimated to wider and wider circles that were trythese and other concepts are related to the rugged
ing to emanate the American ideals as opposed to
individualism
of the early American, a level of exisits norms . The grassroots of the American philotence
still
extant
in Maine , and it is from these orisophies of isolationism and of interventionism are
gins
that
the
overall
study of foreign policy of the
actually the same.
There is wide room for a specific and magnanimous period 1935 to 1950 must be instituted.
Consider the situation existant in a small ups tate
divergence of philosophical and historically scientiNew
York town in 1937 when Harry Sims looked at
fic thinking along these lines, but that never stopped
his
gorgeous
new bride over his Buffalo Courieranyone before this. As all roads lead to Rome, so
Express and said, "War sucks, " compared to the
also must all treatises concerning this topic recognize the pre-eminence of manifest de'stiny as a shaper same two people celebrating their 15th wedding anni
versary just 15 years later , coincidentally, on which
in the fou ndry of American syations . Of course,
occassion Julia turned to her slightly paunchy husstatistical analysis of the surveys of America in the
band and said, "We gotta go out and kill them f
1930' s underwent a substantial change due to the
red bastards "... this is the fabric from which the
progress in copulational methods , and reveals new
cloth of American opinion was woven. Trivialities
horizons in this area. The cosmic unity of these
cloud the issue, what is at stake is more cogent,
philosophic attitudes is seen in the similarity bemore pendantically absurd then' we could ever have
tween the Great Wall of China and the New York
imagined, so therefore let us brace ourselves for
Tombs , one locking out and the other in.
the final encounter and , as all sloth leads to nowhere,
Traditionalists along this line have never believed
remember that there 'll be a hot, hot time in Passaic ,
in die one on one relationship, between these two
New
Jersey, when the Hindenburg land tonight. Al- *
seemingly irrelevant concepts , which this article
most at the pinacle, the crescendo, the last flutter
will attempt to prove. On the other hand the wellof the propeller , the only remaining comment before,
known theory of military intelligence being a funcas "Lucky Lindy ", we look back on the American
tion of transvestitlsm -shows the essential stupidity
coast and our families and that special girl which
of all theories of military strategy . However, as we
we might never see again, is that only ' by,- leaving
have shown in the proceeding paragraphs , there is
may we arrive, even though it may be from the New
a ;great chance that this great United States of AmerWorld
to that which we call the old. This Is the
ica (as It sinks so very slowly into the very great
crux,
for
all that was new is now of age and growing
Atlantic Ocean) will again arise as one of the most
,
old,
the
wall
that locks out becomes one which locks
fantastic and unreal countries that this great world
In , isolationism flowers into interventionism , peace
has seen , as has been referred to in the Koran ,
to war to peace and thence over the rainbow.
"Truth is a part of life and this is a very truthful

' I.Kl'T ARM (con ' fc)
who went to security prison , " and urged extreme unction in dealing with
the radical leftists. The President then called the Bouvllle police to arrest the petitioners and put them in a bus , but Bouvilie Mayor Kiwi answered the phone and told the President to "buzz off" and go find his own
police force. The President termed the Mayor 's behaviour "rational"
and attributed it to "Spring Fever. " He then began reciting a passage from
Oscary Wilde and numerous unidentified students flew with precipitation.
Tho campus security force has as yet been unable to remember where
. ' the baseball field is. In a related item , college athletic director Don Nod
expressed his support of the varsity baseball coach In his request that a
now field mado entirely of shredded platinum bo flown In from Tlerra del
Fuogo. "That guy Is my favorite person, " said Nod. Most of the other
people we Interviewed woro either out to lunch , or expressed heated apathy,
or throw rocks at the ' moon. '
Mnccrnmo , Fob, class Of '74 , and spokeswoman for the demonstrators ,
told this roporlier , "We 've exhausted every other viable means to shako
up these meatballs, and that's why this dramatically trendy and , If I
may say so, plucky, action was necessary . I hope we got on TV. I
withdrew from school throe days ago so I havo nothing to lose. Don 't
toll those other guys they 've been expelled and disinherited until I' ve had
an hou r 's head start. Left On , brother |" Sho then left , on her brother.

WRESTLING (con 't)
The prime male baddies of the evening were the red-masked, sinister
Russians #1 and #2. One can tell Russian #1 from Russian #2 because
Russian #1 has a hooked nose, They specialize in strutting, cheating,
and Nikita Kruschev imitations . Their actual origins , however, are
somewhat murky, as shown by this verbatim conversation with Russian
#1:
Echo ; "Excuse me, may-1.ask you a few questions ? I' m a reporter *from
the Colby Echo . "
Riwatan #1: "I only speelc leetl e bit English. "
Echo ; "Oh...Well , where are you from?"
Russian #1:, ' Czechoslovakia. "
Echo "Really, where in Czechoslovakia?"
Russlna #1; "Warsaw. "
Russian #2 later that evening lost to men 's world champion Pedro
Morales , who put up with Russian #2' s shennigans with the patience of
Richard M. Nixon , but finally lashed out , bouncing him off the mat a
few times , and pinning him with a shoulder press. The crowd spotted
every commie tr ick of Russian #2 before tho referee did , and helpfully
pointed them out to him. The price of freedom is eternal vigilance. The
price of wrestling shows' Is $2. 50.

by Dick Clark
Few of us ever realized what a hip faculty and
administration Colby is blessed with till we witnessed the fifth first annual Spring- Fling last week.
This year 's MC was funky Mike DeSisto (John Clark
had a previous engagement) but a special guest
appearance by Bobby made it an evening to remember.
Although all faculty and administrators were
invited, students came by invitation only but most
walked because the event was held la the pit.
Harry Carroll checked invitations at the door
while Ed Witham checked IDs at the bar. Mike
started the night off spinning some heavy tunes
including "Sugar , Sugar", "Billy and Sue ", and the
newest WMHB chart buster "Puppy Love ".
The Spring-Fling has always been a fashionable
evening and this year was no exception. John Sutherland made the scene in a smashing one-piece
purple jump suit and penny loafers. Bill Wyman
drew some oohs and aahs when he appeared in green
leather bells , a black chiffon shirt , and his KDR Fairfield outlet cowboy boots. His wife, Jane,
was stunning in her pink hotpants and tough kneehigh yellow boots.
The Fling theme was "He ain 't heavy he 's my
brother " and Jim Gillespie fit it perfectly with blue
wide-whale corduroy bells and a flesh-colored sueds
body shirt.
Everybody was dressed for the occasion except
Sandy Maisel who must have thought he was going
to a beach party on Johnson Pond . Clam diggers ,
sneakers, and a "Surfs Up" T-shirt didn 't quite
make it. Better luck next year, SandyMost wasted no time in getting out on the dance
floor and when Mike threw on "Simon Says " Lucy
Zukowski and Earl Junghans stole the show with
their boogaloo. But they lost the spotlight when
Liz Pestana and George Maier got into the funky
chicken.
Sally Chester caught Fred Gillum sneaking into
the stacks and before he knew it they were monkeying to "Last Train to Clarksville ".
Sally, who made it in her "I Luv Bobby " sweater ,
was just one of a number of students who were lucky
enough to be invited. The social committee had
somewhat arbitrarily decided on a 15 to 1 faculty/
student ra tio f or the party.
I th ink Ken Eisen was kind of awed by the whole '
Rock Around the Clock
(A look at the last 30 years of pop music. )
by Jeff Paul
1985:
Unbelievable as it may seem, Bill Haley and
the Comets have survived the 6th Rock'n Roll '
Revival. Bill says he 'd like to retire but the
crazy kids won 't leave him alone.
The Kinney Group, a conglomerate th at took
over Atlant ic, Elektra and Warner-Reprise Records in the 1970' s, today announced acquisition
of the last independent label in North America—
Foonman Recor ds , a bootleg label which was oper
ating out of a cellar in Bayonne, N. J.
When asked how the Kinney Group had accomplished such an incredible feat in such a short
t ime, a s pokesman sa id: "We made them an offer
th ey coul dn 't refuse. "
You all remember the group Chicago and their
voter registrati on drive in 1971-72. Well, they 've
relocate d an d conse quentl y have c h ange d the i r
name. Now based in 'Saskatoon ' . Saskatchewan,
th e 62 pi ece gro up has j ust release d a 52 recor d
set that was recorded live at their recently constructed palace over the past four years. Also
included in the subtle gold lame package that you
can use as a storefront, is a complete li st i ng of
the FBI's ten most wanted men, a fu ll list of
Sheraton Hotels world-wide, all campaign contribut ions by every ^candidate who ever ran for anyth ing, a complete 16 track studio kit for anyone
so inclined , and a neon sign.
Notes from the underground:
Rolling Stone Magazine , the oldest rock rag
in the U.S., has now off icially become tiie larges t
selling paper-magazine in the country. This Is ^
most impressive considering new laws forcing it
to be sold under the counter.
Co-editor of Rolling Stone and the oldest llvlnj
hippie , Ralph J. Gleason , says that Rolling Stone
is selling best now among Madison Avenue financiers and government officials , while there has
been a marked decline in sales among those under
30.
Hunter Thompson , noted political analyst for
Roll ing Stone, was rushed to the hospital last
night scream ing, "I told you so, " over and over
again, Thompson 's close fr iend, Raoul Duke,
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situation while Swift Tarbell hung on every note and
considered taking the whole affair to Stu-J. The
only awkward moment of the evening for the ever
groovy Steve Rappaport was when he asked Paul
Sacks to dance. Steve Self got the Fagawi punch
mixed up -with the lemonade and tried to get a game
of ball hockey going with Priscilla Doel and Doris
Downing.
A number of campus heavies didn 't make the
scene. Tom Economos was in Roberts making
brownies, Chris Pinkham was worrying about his
graduation speech, and Si Nahra was trying to think
of something to run in place of this article.
As the time for Bobby 's appearance neared, a
picket line of about 200 Dana girls led by Dave
Stratman formed in front of Miller library . They
carried signs protesting the exploitation of Bobby 's
body without their being present. Meanwhile in
back of the library John Winkin headed a group of
Woodman boys in protest against the sexist practice.
of the faculty social committee for not inviting
Racquel Welch.
On the north side of the library all the dogs
on campus massed for a protest but their demands
were unclear. A spokeman for the group bit this
reporter.
Luckily, Bobby snuck into the library through
the backdoor of the Spa disguised as a campus cop.
Onc e in the Spa he rapped for a while with John

sa id Thomp son was su ff er ing f rom an acute case
of accuracy, having predicted correctly the outcome of the last four presidential campaigns.
Clearly a case of Fear and Loathing.
The Federal Communications Commission has
tightened up its censorship rules once more.
Now a ll wor d s of f our , seven and eleven letters
must b e chan ged to meet Commi ss i on stan dar ds
of decency and excellence. Commission member
Nicholas Johnson, serving his fourth term as
c h a i rman , an d as customar y the on ly di ssent ing
voter , said: "This may be a precedent, but I think
there is a loophole somewhere. "
In response to the second re-passage of the
Civil Rights Act and re-interpretation, the music
industry presented posthumous Grammy Awards
to Robert Johnson , Elmore James, Bessie Smith ,
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and Pete over a Colby eight and a molatov cocktail
Bobby was promised a job as a'sammy man when
he got tired of singing.
Back in the pit the Fagawi punch was taking its
toll. Paul Jenson called an emergancy meeting
of EPC under the lion and Ronnie Williams released the entire budget to the plaque commemorat
ing Colby ' s Civil War dead.
Earl Smith tried to maintain some semblance
of order but he was struck down by Irv Suss ' boomerang amendment which never really came back
to him. It bounced off the wall and hit Tom Morrione who was telling Frank Parker about the time
Ricky Nelson came to Colby and how this kind of
thing can be explained in terms of prime secondary groups which can 't tell the difference between
a norm , a taboo, and a lot of baloney.
People started getting on Mike when he played
"Yummy, Yummy, Yummy I Got Love in my
Tummy " for the third time. They were getting
tired of rating that tune and doing Stridex comercials. At last it was time.
Suddenly there he was like a knight in shining
armour that had fallen in a mud puddle. He stood
at the top of the pit steps in a silver and brown pant
suit , black mototcycle boots , shades , and a "Draft
Beer " button. Bobby was here ! !
He shouted something to the screaming crowd
which was immediately translated by Pete Westervelt. I missed it but it was something about freely
translated. Bobby picked up the mike and burst
into "Never Tell Your M o ther She 's Out of Tune ".
This brought the crowd to its feet as many remembered the hit off his first album.
He followed with his other hits "My First Night
Without You ", "Southern Man ", "I Would Have
L oved You Even If You Didn 't Like Six Minute
Eggs , " "Duke of Earl", "Why Man Won 't You Listen ". After this last song came the shout "Righ t
on,Elvis. " But Don Koons straightened Dave
Bridgman out in short order.
Bobby took a Spa break and Carl Nelson attended to Charlie Bassett, Bob Kany , and John Mizner
. who all found the performance a little too heavy.
*"
But after a greek egg an a ring ding this long
haired idol of millions returned to do "C' est Moi" ?
*
which Jean Bundy really dug. Belting out a few
*other new songs Bobby closed with probably his
biggest hit of all. "Albert , Albert, Albert Do You t
Sam Cooke, John Coltrane and Otis Spann.
The famous secret "Endless Festival" in
Marin County, Calif, of 1970 has begun anew.
Backed by members of the Jefferson Airplane and
the Rolling Stones , the festival is planned to be .
continuous and will provide full- time jobs for
those interested, free music from noon to midnight every day, and food and shelter for all.
Promoters say that money is no problem, but
due to the new noise pollution law that has set the
noise limit at 4 decibels , it has become increasingly difficult to find a suitable site.
Playboy Magazine has announced its annual
All-Star Jazz and Pop Band. For the 20th year in
a row Paul Mc Cartney has been selected bes t
b ass ist , despite the fac t he gave up music six
years ago for farming.
Experimental sound technicians who five
years ago gave you octasonic sound equipment ,
have something new in the works—direct musical
relay. This idea , first conceived back in 1971
in Waterville, Maine , has been developed to the
point of adequacy. Simply, wires are connected
to the proper sense areas of tho body slightly below the skin level and a rubber disc is implanted
in the skin near the wrist. Whenever a person
wants mus ic , he or she merely plugs in and gets
direct musical relay to the body and mind. This
technique by-passes the ears to prevent damage
and also eliminates tho cost of speakers , amplifiers , etc. The only drawbac k thus far has
b een to f i nd a mean s tan dar d that h uman b ei ngs
will be able to tolerate.
Long pla yi ng st ereo recor d s , which gave way
to 8 track cartridges and cassettes, which gave
way to vid eo cassettes , are making a comeback.
Tho plan is to minimize costs to the consumer
and maximize sound quality reproduction,
Th o F irest gn Th eatre , a bunch of four-west
coast craz i es , hav e created an audio-visual satire on Atlantic Records ' " Environments" Series.
This three record set characterizes and portrays
tho nature of the current Environmental Crisis.
Included In the package is a short segment on tho
recent nuclear skirmish In Kansas; an hou r sequence of t idal waves In the now fu-ly-*pollufced
Pacific Ocean; _ and > 6200 sllkscroen ppsters of the
sky in various stages of decomposition.

by Frank Fiore
Sky Falling ?

A government spokesman .yesterday denied
what he described as "those irrespons ible unpatriotic allegations " and refused to make any further
comments. Meanwhile the Department of Defense
has slapped a sucurity lid on the entire area and
has cordoned off the area of 74. square miles in
New Mexico surrounding Oak Ridge claiming that
Army Engineers are turning the caverns into under
ground amusement parks .

The following is an exerpt from a report by
atmospheric specialists of the Air- Breathless of
America:
"All evidence seems to point to the fact that
the sky "is falling. Measurements of the altitude of the mean density of the atmosphere
indicate a total drop of 6 kilometers in the
past fifteen months. Moreover the rate at
which this is occuring seems to be increasing
Most scientists here are at a loss in attempting to explain the phenomenon although some
suggest that it may be due to the increased
porosity of the earth 's crust. At the present
rate of fall, the sky will hit the ground in
15 to 20 years. In the mean time several air
lines•-• have requested that the Federal Aeronautics Administration drastically lower the
mean permissible,flight pattern altitude. "

Conspiracy
In a press conferenc e last Monday Ralph Nader ' s
Special Task Force charged that the Federal
Government is responsible for those mysterious
events going on in Oak Ridge, New Mexico. The
Atomic Energy Commis sion has detonated several
underground 1 megaton bombs in the past decade
in that area. It seems now that huge air compressors are being set up by Army spec ialists at the
entrances to the huge dome shaped underground
caverns created by those blasts. In addition Nader
charges huge portable air liquification units are
now operating within*the blast caverns . It is
Nader 's contention that the-goverhment intends
to secure substantial quantities of air within the
domes. He called attention to the fact that the
total capacity of all the blast domes combined is
roughly equivalent to 6. 5 x 1016 cubic miles (or the
entire atmosphere of the earth to an altitude of
eight miles).
by Tim Carey
Interviews
Sometime between January and June, jus t about
every member of the Senior class undergoes an acute
attack of the "Oh-Jesus-I' m-a-gonna-graduate ' s. "
On June fourth , in an event resembling birth shock,
the members of the class of 1972 will have to find
Something To Do. The ideal solution is , of course,
not to graduate at all, an option favored by an increasing number of Colby students this year, who, either
through an inability to pass the language requirement,
a bad first semester, or Incorrect addition as to how
many credit hours they had to go, will rejou-fhe Colby community next year.
But most Seniors will either be going on to some

¦
Oil

Atlantic-Richfield Corporation has announced
the discovery of a new major source of oil... the
ocean surface! Atlantic-Richfield estimates that
there is enough oil (over a billion barrels) on the
ocean surface to supply the energy needs of the
U. S. until the year 2000. The corporation pro r
poses that an expens ive network of floating pipelines and collector units be constructed over U. S.
territorial waters . The company states that the
pipeline can serve as;dining units at public beaches
as well. In addition the oil lobby in Washington
introduced late yesterday a bill that the twelve mil
limit which the U. S. now claims be extended to
400 miles ! Key legislators indicate that the chances for passage of the bill-appear good.
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Do you realize that
if modern technology
were able to provide enough food and air for each
person born and if each person produced as many
offspring as he could , within 15 years the human
race would be a mass of flesh expanding outward
from the earth at two and a half times the speed of
light?
effect ("Ve vould like you to answer a few questions.
If you do not cooperate, my friend Otto in the next
room has a few tricks... ") Its always hot and the
ventilation system is never adequate, in order to
ascertain whether the interviewee uses deodorant
or not.
Just how much ass one chooses to kiss (or, how
far up the boot to lick) is up to the individual and his

mason,
moose,
or
odd fellow

kind of graduate school (th e next best tiling to crawling back into the womb), or w i ll search f or a Job,
usually not because they like what they will be doing,
but rather as a means of living (which, as opposed to
dying, has been chosen by at least 52% of Colby stud ents , according to a recent survey) . Either way,
the applicant will almost surely have to endure ("exp er i ence" is definitely not the word for it) an interv iew , so that his future school/employer may see
that he/she Is witty, a good conversationalist, a splf
f y d resser , and not a junkie.
Interv iews, .whether at Colby or anywhere else,
are invariably held in "Interv iew rooms , " wh ich aro
about seven feet long, six feet wide, an d f ifteen feet
high , apparently designed for the maximum Gestapo

Eat a Can for Ecology
Technicians at the Pepsi-Cola Center for Pollution Research claim to have developed a complete
ly edible beverage container. They claim that
this edible can will provide 22. 5% of the minimum
daily adult requirements for protein as established
by the National Bureau of Foods. It is reportedly
made of chocolate flavored plastic.

consc ience. Here , I will only attempt to set forth
a few of the more cruc ial points concerning interviews, and some ways of approaching these crisis
points.
Dress : Dross sets the tone for the entire interv iew , and there aro certa in key levels of acceptabil i ty: T i e for men , dress for women. If the firm has
anything whatsoever to do with Now York City, a

Litter
Moving forward in his national pollution control
program President Nixon this week signed into law
the National Anti-littering Act. This bill attempts
to control litter at its source by making the act of
littering a federal criminal offens e with a fine of
up to $1000. In signing the bill, President Nixon
stated that "the cooperation of every American is
urged in stopping this insidious threat to the environment. " The "get tough" policy of the Administration led to- a White House demonstration by
hordes of pro-litter demonstrators who protested
what one demonstrator called "this travesty agains t
our inherent right to litter protected by freedom
of speech in the first Amendment of the Constitution.

, Finally..... the President's Commission on
Social Reality revealed that "things are getting bet
¦ter and better every day!"
three piece suit with boutonniere is suggested. Many
applicants prefer to tailor their dress to the area
they are applying for (work-boots for Vermont, cravats for California). A certain studiediSloppiness ,
such as leaving one button unbuttoned on your buttondown collar , may lend a little dignity to your show,
proving that you can rise above the occasion, or , alternatively, that you dress like that all the time.
The Handshake: Since this Is the first body contact , the firm , well-coordinated handshake is a must,
A weak grip may mean a stretch of work at Tony 's
Deli. Two hours a day squeezing one of those wrist
exercisers may help this condition. Many applicants
pr efer to enter lunging. If completed , thi s maneuver
puts the interviewer off-guard and leaves further openings. However, the interviewee may miscalculate an d, lunging for the hand , miss and hit his opponent in the solar plexus. If this occurs , two op t ions
are open: ---explain it as a muscular spasm, caused
by a rare inherited disease, thus eliciting sympathy
in tlie form of >;hire the handicapped. " 2Assume a
hail-fellow-well-met attitude , and murmur a few
secret society code words into the interviewer 's ear.
thus making him think that you had assumed that he
was a fellow Elk, Mason , Moose , ' or Odd Fellow.
Since in all probability he isn 't a Moose , the interviewer will feel left out and inferior, giving you the
advantage.
Nervous Habits: Almost always during the course
of a high- pressure interview" (Do you pick your feet
in Poughklpsee?"), the interviewee will find himself react ing to the pressure by twitching, rolling
his/her eyes, rock i ng back an d fort h in the ch ai r ,
or 'tw iddling his thumbs. When this occurs , don 't
panic. Once again, victory can be snatched from
the jaws of your own incompetence , throught several courses . of action. Keep on twitching or
twiddling, showing the interviewer that you 're
neurot ic and proud of it (Fight sanism! Smash
lobotom iesl). 2Stop, thus demonstrating self control and respect. 3Many twltchers prefer a compromise course. In tho case of thumb twiddling,
this would Involve a slow decrease In RPM , with
fre q uent di rect ion chan ges , thus evincing guts ,
rospoot , self control , and quite a bit of manual
dexterity.
,

guest
Ladle Rat Rotten Hut
Wants pawn tern, dare worsted ladle gull hoe
lift wetter murder inner cordage honor itch offer
lodge dock florist. Disk ladle gull orphan worry
ladle cluck wetter putty ladle rat hut, end furdisk raisen pimple caulder ladle rat rotten hut.
Wan moaning Rat Rotten Hut' s murder, colder inset: "Ladle Rat Rotten Hut, heresy ladle basking
winsome burden barter and shirker cockles.
Tick disc ladle basking tudor cordage offer groin
murder hoe lifts honor udder site offer florist.
Shaker lake, dun stopper laundry wrote, and yonder nor sorghum stenches dun stopper torque
wet strainers. "
"Hoe-cake , murder, " resplendent Ladle Rat
Rotten Hut, end tickle ladle basking an stuttered
oft. Honor wrote dudor cordage offer groin murder, Ladle Rat Rotten Hut mitten anomalous
woof.
"Wail , wail, wail, " set disk wicket woof , "evanescent Ladle Rat Rotten Hut ! Warrs or putty
ladle gull goring wizard ladle basking ?
"Armour goring tumor groin nurder 's, " reprisal ladle gull. "Grammers seeking bet. Armor
ticking arson burden barter end shirker cockles. "
"O hoe ! Heifer blessing woke, " setter wicket
woof, buddy tautht tomb shelf , "oil tickle shirt
court tudor cordage offer groin mudder. Oil
ketchup wetter letter, an den-o bore !"
Soda wicket woof tucker shirt court, end whinney retched a cordage offer groin mudder, picked
inner widow an sore debtoe port oil worming
worse lion inner bet. Inner flesh disc abdominal
woof lipped honor betting adder rope. Zany pool
down a groin murder 's nut cup an gnat gun, any
curdle dope inner bet.
Inner ladle wile Ladle Rat Rotten Hut a raft attar cordage and ranker dough ball. "Comb ink,
sweet hard , " setter wicket woof, disgracing is
verse. Ladle Rat Rotten Hut entity bet rum end
stud buyer groin murders bet.
"Oh, grammar , " crater ladle gull , "wart bag
ices gut! A nervous sausage bag ice!" ' --uttered
lucky chew whiff , doling, " whiskered disc ratched
wood, wetter wicket small.
"Oh grammar , wat er bag no ise ! A n ervous sore
suture anomalous prognosis!" "Buttered small >
yous whiff, doling, " inserted woof , ants mouse
worse wadding.
"Oh grammar , water bag mousey gut ! A nervous sore suture bag mouse!"
Daze worry on forged nut gulls lest wards. Oil
of fer sodd en throne offer carvers an spr i nkling
otter bet , disc curl an bloat Thursday woof ceased pore Ladle Rat Rotten Hut and garbled erupt.
Mural : Yonder nor sor ghum stench es shut ladle
gul l s sto pper torque wet strainers .
Laugh, nein winner streak (ok lay make in , ran
chy moron the hoe , jelly grip it, will he stand in ,
hell and lark , rat so boney, car roll o ' er lawn,
str ip even , and pea kelp sea)
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Sarah Rosenberg
Foss Hall - Runnals Union
Colby College
March 5, 1972
Mr. Richard Nixon
2600 Pennsylvania Ave.
Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr. Nixon,
I greatly admired your recent performance in The
China Affair". Your abilities as director , producer and
actor have never before been coordinated at such a
high pinnacle. We can only hope that a performance
such as this one will not be the last, as the fine art of
political entertainment has seemed to lose much of its
sense of extravagance in the recent past which you
have so nicely revived. I predict that you have com- •
pletely sewed up the title of "Performer of the Decade"
which award, as we all know, is voted upon in November, 1972.
Congratulations once again.
Admiringly yours,
Sarah Rosenberg
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Over-Readier Award Bob St r id or , Peter
Amato, John McCabe, Pat
Lynch, Morrie Herman,
Executive Board of Stu-G,
Phys-Ed Dept. , Butler Bombshells.
Comeback of the year Charlie Hickox
Horatio Alger Award - Jim Vigue
Best Dressed Senior Ty (Dye) Davis

Why is this man smiling ?

Suckers/ •

Jomo Kenyatta Award for
Leadership of the Year Bill Mayaka
C. W. Bassett Award C. W. Bassett

Pill of the Year Award Chris Lyman

Mahatma Ghandi Award - Pat
Lynch as martyr of th
year .

Jock of the Year Award -\
Sue Yovic

Doris who ?
Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs Award - John Lombard

The Paul A. Samuelson Award
for Economic Lizardry Matt Powell

Andrew Jackson Spoils System
Award - John Zacamy
Doug Relnhart
Erection of the Year - Bixler
Art Additon
Most Unbiased Political Report -

I. T. T. "Dita Beard Paper Shredd er" - Mark Benbow (in absentia)

Lowest Batting Average Charlie ITogan

; ing Award - Sally Chester

No, I' m not Doris.
She has pink shoes.

Guy B. Gannett Award for ' Jour
nailsra - Mike Havey

Leon Trotsky Award - ,
Dave Stratman

Deja Vu Award - Con- Con II

Poet Laureate - Pat Buddy

.
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Really FAR OUT Embroidered
3" x ,(3" Multicolor Emblems "X
rated—cannot be bought at any
store. Send $2.00 for two best
selling Porno Patches and get
FREE color catalog.
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Live with an Austrian family • No language
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II
requirement
for admission • Learn German by
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using
it
Independent
travel and organized
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excursions throughout Europe " Skiing and
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ski instruction • Fully accredited
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CURRICULUMS INCLUDE:
Art , Art History, Economics , Education ,
English , Languages , History, Music ,
Philosophy, Psychology, Sociology and
Physical Education.
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MARKET

°Pen t0 sophomores, Juniors and seniors from all
accredited colleges. For details write:

year

WAG NER COLLEGE
BREGENZ STUDY PROGRAM
Wagner College
.
Staten Island, New York 10301
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Bernie 's

y

(212) 390-3107

COLLEGE

1

*r

^C, BREGENZ }

32 West Street
(Next to Jr. High School
' off Mavflower Hill )
Drganic Foods
'
Pizzas & Italian s
3roceries- Meat- Produce
Beer & .Soda
TV 1.87 ft-2387

AL

COREY
Music Center

*

f*

HOLE IN-THE-WALL— LOWER LEVEL j *

E v e r y t h ing In Music.
877 56. 7
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99 .Main St.

NOR MS

BERRY' S ST ATIONERS
7 4 MAIN STREET
WATERVI LLE
MAINE

PIZZA BY-NORM
TELEPHONE: 2-2400
SANDWICHES- DAGWOODS
FREE DELIVERY
OPEN 6DAYS
llam-midnite
SUNDAYS AND HOLIDAYS
4pm—11pm

On Th e Concourse and Main .StreM,

Due to some of the recent increases m souvenir
pitchers , glasses and mirror takin g at ' the Pub ,
we would ap preciate it if those person 's (or persor
responsible would kindly brin g them back so we
can con ti nue t o s erve you t he f i nes t beer , w i ne
an d cocktail s avail able.
Than k you , Icky, L arr y and C rew

EAT IN OR TAKTC OTTT

(S)

.
L. TARDIF&EWELER
WAtorvlllo , Mo.
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Personals
-Doris - All is forgiven please call
home : Earl and Bill
-Riders wanted from Quad to Dana
and back 3 times daily - must share
gas and driving -Contact Box 21
pp- j ^
-Two guys and G irl (va va va voom)
looking for f u n l TTcall Ext. 240
, ,
,
,•
T ..
-Liberal
guys and gal seeking
new
heights of ecstasy AC/DC , French.
Some massages. No S/M Ext. 240.
Situations Wanted
-I am experienced Geo. Teacher and
, .
„ ..
. of.„.
experienced -.
Director
Financial
j .,.
«Aid
-j . „,.,, accept. any offer.
W-LI
-I am former Government professor
and Acting Dean of Students well liked and respected bv all students.
Contact Al Mavrinac , Saigon. . Presently supervising part of Vietnami-

he year Award
v Editors:
f. Quinn
in A Is op
ye DeLong

Matt Powell Award for Classic
Entrepreneurship - Ronnie Wil
lianis

j coming up!

Why is this man smiling ?
The A . W. 0. L. Award for Absen
tee Landlordism The Trustees of Colby
a—

tempermental staff included free.

¦

Dick Kleinberg Award Oracle Staff

Echo Editors making love in a
manner outlawed in all
exc ept three stales .
Service and Office
Immigration Award E House

tU

T
>'

,1

lessor -

(fi nely Malsel nnd his
\k "Rox "

Tho Doctor Livingston Missing
In Action Award Doris Downing

Lost and Found
X
women
's Dean ' last se e n w ear i nf
"
ink
shoes
P
' If seen do no L aPProach

'
but Call extension 205 immediately.

"lost and wanted found " one Educa"
tional Philosophy Contact Paul Jen-

son Box 19, Echo.
'
.,
- Fouild !tear-stained rag, usefu l
for Unin & §arba §e P ails wraPP i n§
'
dead fish , or as handy-dandy mop,
top letters "E", "C" , "H" , "O"
over front appear to be only ident "
Lfiable markin Ss ~ PLEASE contact
DeLong,
or Alsop - we want
6 ' Quinn
^
'
to return this.
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MONEY
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During exam week, bring your used textbooks to the Stu-G room.
And get bucks for them. Think Ecological. Recycle textbooks.
Also come over during our last two weeks for great buys on
Clothing, posters , and Other Great Items ! !!
PROMOTING STUDENT TRA VE L PACKAGES.
INQUIRE TO: American Studen t Travel Assoc.,
27 Mass. Ave. , Boston, Mass. 02115
6 17/536-7863
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for the newest
selections of

wanted

Wanted: A capable upper classman or graduate
student to act as a social director of summer activities at a resort. The term of the position will
run from June through the first of September.
An ability to meet the public well and enjoy workirg
with people is essential not only in dealing with
tourists, but in setting up social tours to sites of
interest in the area. The applicant should be a
good organizer and coordinator to set up and implement a complete social program for resort
guests. Skill at a variety of sports is essential
plus an adequate knowledge of tennis and sailing
to give lessons . An interest and knowledge in the
area of arts and crafts is essential in order to
help initiate a complete program which is being
organized in this area. The applicant must have
a willingness and freedom from other responsibilities to work long hours and to work under and
along with several different personalities. Salary
is open. For application and interview write or
call General Manager , Squaw Mountain at Moosehead , Greenville , Maine 04441.
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Choose*

Lee

from:

Levi
Wright
-

Metro
Landlubbers
and others

LEVINE 'S
_^

. . Ludy '21

TIIJ5 STORE FOR ME N AND BOYS

Pacy '27

Howie '40

^<8x£t *^
Scha ofor Qroworioa
Now York and Albany. N,Y „ Bolllmoro , Md „ Lohlph Valloy, pp.

by Mike Szostak

,

this spring. Expansion has reduced the quality
of many teams, but it has also added many
stars to the game. Attendance at IFL games
has soared. Why? Because Commissioner Mike
Minuitti had the foresi ght to permit the Butler
Bombers to play and to allow members of the
fairer;,sex to play for ether teams.
Bicycling has risen from the depths of nowhere to become one of Colby's more challenging and expensive sports. Cycling has been
popular in Europe for years, but the sport
has caught fire only recentl y in this country.
Perhaps students returning from Junior Year
Abroad are responsible for the increased interest. If this is so, then we must give due
credit to Colby's program at Caen.
The owner of a ten speed racer is held in
high regard these days. Even if he doesn't
know how to use it. The five-speed touring
bike is second in popularity followed by the
traditional three speed which ranks a poor
third. If you own a no-speed bike, you might
as well own no bike at all.
Grassing has slipped to fifth place in this
spring's survey. We feel that the rise in Frisbee
and bicycling is responsible for this tragic turn
of events. Grassing is by far one of the least
expensive and most rewarding sports of all
^
time. All you need to play this game is a
willing playmate, a plot of grass, and perhaps
a bottle of wine and a blanket. Fair weather
is also advisable. Rain will usually bog things
down.
Recent studies conducted by the Rockeford
Foundation have shown that Astro turf is a
suitable substitute for real grass, but they
caution the grasser against the use of Poly
turf or Tartan surface. Poly turf gets too hot
and potentially harmful plunges to the surface
may result. Continuous movement on a
Tartan surface may result in friction burns.
Last on our list this spring is kite flying.
The poor response to the kite flying event
during Earth Week is testimony to its lack
of popularity.
You may question the absence of traditional
sports on our spring survey. Wc feel that that
those Spartan-like athletes involved with ordinary athletic endeavors are missing out on life.
Think about it.

Now that sunshine and warmer temperatures have firmly entrenched themselves in
the wildlands of central Maine, let us pause
in our pursuit of-academic excellence and
examine the progress of spring sports at
Colby.
A changing attitude in the athletic interests
of Colby students has prevailed in the last two
weeks. No longer are baseball, track, tennis,
golf, and lacrosse the most popular spring pasttimes on Mayflower Hill. No, my friends, a
recent survey taken -among the sportswriters
of the ECHO has confirmed that Colby's
Number One sport for the Spring of '72
is Frisbee. That's right. Frisbee!
Every afternoon and early evening
Frisbees fly through the air with the greatest
of ease in the Quad , on Dana lawn, between
Woodman and Coburn, and on fraternity row.
All you need to play Frisbee is another person and a Frisbee. If you cannot find another person to test your new hot pink Frisbee,
we would suggest that you use a boomerang.
For those of you who would like to participate in this great game but do not have
the proper equipment, Frisbees come in four
sizes. There is the Mini-Frisbee which is fine
for practicing indoors. Then there is the
regular Frisbee which is the old standby. The
Olympic Frisbee is for those who are fashion
conscious - it has a racing stripe - or are
traveling to Munich this summer. The Super
Frisbee is the Kingfisher of the Frisbee world.
The difference between the Mini and Super
models is about 10 inches and $2.50. And don't
ever forget...if it's not by Wham-O, it 's not a ,
Frisbee.
Our survey showed the second most popular
sport to be sunbathing. This activity is also
called "catching rays." Very little in the way
of equipment is needed to play this game. A
bottle of Coppertone or Johnson 's Baby Oil.
Sunglasses to protect your eyes from the rays
and to allow you to stare at that girl without
her knowing. And, oh yes, the sun.
The popularity of this sport can easily be
discerned by walking in front of Miller Library
on a sunny day.
Softball has enjoyed a resurgence at Colby

Wouldn't the members of the tennis team
like to return a floating Frisbee rather than
a savage overhand? Wouldn't the track team
like to catch a few rays rather than try to
catch UMaine? Wouldn't Winkin's Warriors
rather watch Butler Bomber Barb Gregory's
curves rather than Maine's Mike Jones' fastball? Wouldn't they rather listen to the
murmured obscenities along the sidelines
of a Butler game than the shouted curses
rising from the end of the bench in the
Maine game? Wouldn 't the golfers like
to putter along Great Pond on their ten
speed racers than triple bogey the Par 3
15th? And wouldn't the lacrosse players
rather be grassing than gasping? Only Colby's die-hard athlete can honestly
answer these questions, and the ECHO
sports staff will ask them....someday..
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• KLH
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• Shure
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by Bella Abzug, Barry Goldwater , & Ben Butler
There are a few crucial steps in the great grind
to grab grad-school gratuities:
1. Application
2. Picture
3. Interview
4. Essay
5. First Impression Letter
6. Birth
7. Outs ide Influence
8. financial Aid
9. Adoption By WASP JFamily
10. Application Fees
11. Transcript
12. Recommendations or Detractions (as the case
may be)
13. Selection of Courses While an Undergraduate
14. Distribution of Extracurricular Activities , and
15. *Exhibition of Dramatic Concern for the Liberal
Notions of American Democracy.
First, however, we recommend self-reflection.
Reassess your position and goals, then ask yourself
that all important question * n Why am I doing this
to myself?" If you haven 't asked yourself this
ques tion before go ahead and apply . But if you have
thought of this question you must try some others
first , "Did you ever beat your sister at Go To The
Head of the Class?" Also ask, "What is she doing
now?"
Having established that yQu are grad-school
material, quickly call your financial advisor or
your parents and try to rais e the necessary capital
for your enterprise. Of course in an election year
it is advisable to join the "vital progressive cen
ter " in order to be able to refine your wit and
speech in the Hubert Humphrey Honorific School
for Humble Orators Himitating the Humility of
Jesus and Socrates . (Christ!)
But back to the pressing issues at hand . Now
that you have the money and the wit it' s time to
decide the type of grad-school training you desire.
Divide your quality points by your grade point average, add your senior year room draw nu mber ,
subtrac t the difference between your parent' s ages
and divide by the latest Nixon percentage in the
Gallup Poll. (April , 1972 - 46%: this las t fluctuating figure provides a common denominator and
yields flexibility in these changing times.)
If your number is between 1 and 10, file for
unemployment; 10 to 20 , should consider ROTC
as a viable alternative to enrollment in institutions
of higher , higher education; 20 to 80 should seasonally adjust these figures and apply accordingly;
80 to 90, should consider employment in the Nature
Theater in Oklahoma; 90 to 100, the fu ture of the
nation rests on your shoulders; 100 and above ,
apply as short order cooks in the Spa, drive a
truc k, or work with the Educational Testing Ser-
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vice; if you are 1 or below, accept pur condolences
and remember Millard Fillmore..
Finally and in sum, Colby 's preparation for
grad-school is considered by many (freshmen) unsurpassed. Grad-schools however, see it, to coin
a phrase, as a horse of a different hue (phonetically -"phew") (not to be confused with a city in
North Vietnam formerly in South Vietnam) . In
general, though grad schools concede that above
average Colby students may excel in their higher,
higher educational .endeavors , they feel it incumbent upon themselves to warn students that the econ
omy of the country cannot support an. overload of
the unfortunate accidents of planned parenthood.
(Truely we are the unwanted generation. )
Once rejected the applicant is left with a number
of substantive alternatives. Perhaps the most moral, conventional , and socially acceptable of these
is outside influence or as it is vulgarly called,
pulling strings. In rare cases the President of the
United States may be of some help. However , in
view of recent Presidential-Court tensions avoid
his help when applying to law school. The VicePresident will be most helpful if he refuses to recommend you . Other federal , state, and local
officials may provide assistance but the most
effective (and most often overlooked ) way in the
door is marriage to the Dean ' s daughter. Some
may feel this is slightly too permanent a price to
pay, but these critics overlook annulment, separation , and divorce possibilities which are viable
post graduate alternatives to extended marriage.
At that time, undoubtedly , alimony payments will
not be serious additional burdens to one Is educational loans .
Of course we have been unable to touch all
fifteen points . Unfortunately, the modern media
are too limited in time , space, and foresight to
give an article of this import the cons ideration and
merit which it derserves. Remember in the immortal words of Harry Carroll , "Colby is every
one 's first choice once over lightly ."
Con 't jrom pg. 3
Love Me?" brought tears to the eyes of many and
some could no longer contain themselves, standing
on tables screaming, "Bobby , Bobby , Bobby we
love you !!!"
And suddenly almost as quickly as it began, it
was over. Bobby was off to the airport but they
knew he would be back. How could this school
stay sane without Spring- Fling.?
As the delirious fans drifted out of the pit I over
heard Bridgman say, "Can 't we move the next
Spring Fling back to Lovejoy, 100?"
Colin MacKay leaned over to Gus Todrank and
said , " Somebody straighten that boy out. "

I know you believe you understand what you
think I said, but I am not sure you realize what
you heard is not what I meant. Now let me make
myself perfectly clear . . . ..
- Richard T. Dixon -

Due to the overlap of Reading Period and
Spring Election of Courses, and the imminence
of Final Examinations, the following schedule
will be observed on Wednesday, May 10, in
order that all classes have an equal number of
meetings second.sentester *.
8:30 - classes from the TT/F 9:30/2:30
sequence
9:30 - 10:45 - classes ordinarily meeting MW
3:00 - 4:15
10:30 - MTWTF , 12:30 Classes
11:30 - 12:00 - Conclusion of MW 3:00-4:15
classes
12:10 - laboratories customarily meeting
Tuesday afternoons UNLESS you have
a course with Examination Number 13,
in which case you meet that class until
4:00. If you have courses with Exam
numbers 4 and 9, No. 4 meets until
2:10, at which time No. 9 commences.
4:15-5:45 - classes ordinarily meeting Tuesday evening.
7:30 - makeup meeting for students with
courses having Exam Numbers 4, 9, and
13.
Room assignments will be posted in COLBY TODAY

Have You Seen This Lady ?
WBBC Channel 10

Thursday May 13

GRASS USERS ! ! ! !

Friday May 14 3:00 - 10:00
See Thursday May 13

From all of us who are grass lovers to all of
you who are grass users: we urge you to be more
economical and thoughtful about its use. This is
the time of year when grass is at its formidable
stages and needs T.L.C. We all appreciate good
when sitting, sit lightly:
grass. So, PLEASE
when walking on it, walk frugally.

Due to technical difficulties this show is
permanently cancelled.

Saturday May 14 7 :00, 7:15, 7:30, 7:45, 8:00
8:10, 8 :20, 8:30, 8:40, 8:50, 9:00, 9:07,
9:14, 9 :21, 9:28 Special: "I Can't Believe
I Ate The Whole Thing".

Can someone please explain something to
me and my compatriots who also seem to
miss the logic behind Buildings and Grounds
policies. Now we all know tha t we are priveled ged individuals to be attendin g this acad emic
Institution and even more priveledged to have
a vehicle to help us escape th is fine acad emic
institution, I can somehow rationalize the
$10.00 registration fee at the commencement
of the academic year. But why must we pay
the penalty of parkin g tickets for parkin g in
fr ont of your dorm while you unload your
car or various other conveniences of your
autom obile? Those , however, who do not
attend Colby College escape the penalty im-

posed upon them in the' same form and manner,
the white mark of illegitimacy on the windshield. Why then must we be punished repeatedly
and what is the point of giving tickets to visitors
who have no place to park and won't pay the
fine anyhow. Oh, the absurdity of it all.
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Oh , the absurdity of it all. The latest from
the Dean of Students office brings news to all
those who wish to escape the mundane? living
of dormity life. Only forty-eight women have
filed completed applications to live off campus
for the 1972-73 academic year. Less than 100
men h ave filed a pplicat ion s an d th e De a n of
Students off ice admit that they NEED people
to live off campus. Women 's housing next year
is particularly cramped. So ladies, if it's co-ed
housing that keeps you on campus for next
year why not take your co-ed housing downtown. For everyone's information board is
going up $50 next year. Scare you? We hope
so.
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Name*. Doris L. Downing
Home: Eusless - Second Floor
Age!
Not a day over . . . .
Description: 5' 4", 120 lbs. short blonde
hair, pink shoes.
Dean Downing has been missing from
Eusless since April 1st. If you have seen
her please call extension 287 or give her
the following message:
"Doris - jplease call Bill and Earl collect....
All is forgiven."
Bill
The Administration will be most grateful
for any help you can give.

Due to popular request we will print the
schedule of the season for the Baseball Team.
Apparently there wasn 't a .printed schedule of
spring sports events put out or an awful lot of
the Colby community has lost them. We here
in the ECHO office a nd all the spo rts f a ns out
there wish the best of luck to all our varsity
players and all our athletes in general.

DWARF'S PROFILE

(Pronounced Dwarf's)

H O M E : S t o n o h a m , M a s s a c h us e t t s
AGE: You n ge r th an Methusela
than t im e .
P R O F E S S I O N : II c t i r e d
NE Tel. & Tel.
HOBBIES:

Top

Manipul ation ,

LAST BOOK R E A D :
p o r a t e O v er r i d e . "

"H o w

but

o 1d e r

Executive

P o w er

Politics

to S t i f l e C o r -

LAST A C C O M P L I S H M E N T : S u c c e s s f u l ly
w a i t i n g t h r o u g h Con-Conll for n o t h i n g
to h a p p e n .
Q U O T I.: " I ' (-1 p r e f e r
this time. "

not

t o co m m o n t a t

P R O F I L E : C o o 1 - h o a cl e cl , h a r d - h i 11 i n g ,
c o n s e r v i U l v o , w i t 1. a n e y e t o t h e r c a r
a n c! a h a n cl on t h e w a l l e t .
SCOTCH:

Dwarf' s

ALBERT C. PALMER
There ' s m ore than one way to
skin a eat , but f ew are as ch eap as
Dwarf' s. The price standards we
sot l ast week h aven 't changed yet.
Into each drop goes anyth i ng we can
get our hands on.
DWARF'S N E V E R VARIES-NO SHEETT !

Authentic.

